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CORONAVIRUS UPDATE

We know these are extremely anxious times for everyone, where all of us will be
touched by this Pandemic in one way or another. The importance of social distancing
and adhering to all the guidance from the government is paramount in our fight
against this ghastly disease, but, the pressure placed upon families, loved ones and
close friends having to be kept apart, only exacerbates the affect of Coronavirus, not
only on our physical health, but also our mental and emotional one.

Rhodes Harvey Introductions is adhering rigidly to all the guidance from the
government to ensure we’re doing everything as we should, whilst carrying out
stringent social distancing measures to the letter.

Therefore I'm sure It will come as no surprise that as a matchmaking service, with the
aim to" bring people together" we cannot operate in the usual way, nor should we
attempt to do so, regardless, as business's can be rebuilt, but you cannot replace loved
ones. The health and safety of my clients is vital, where I believe I have a pivotal role
to play in ensuring my clients, potential clients or any one involved with the service
are provided with the utmost protection and transparency. 

Whilst I remain very much available virtually, email, phone, Facebook, LinkedIn,
Instagram and Skype, I am not meeting people face to face, nor will there be any
introductions taking place during the lock-down and the governments social
distancing measures.

INTRODUCTION AGENCIES

It has come to light that many London introductions agencies are acting as though business
is as usual, by offering online dating alternatives, suggesting dating apps and to "virtually
meet/date" through Skype, Zoom or any other platform that does not require in person
introductions, but this is clearly online dating, and certainly not what people are looking
for who choose a more private and sophisticated route to be find potential partners, if they
did, they would have gone online in the first place. 

Rhodes Harvey Introductions is not be following suit, as it goes completely against the
very essence of why clients choose my service. The fact is: people who choose a personal
matchmaker do so, to meet like minded individuals through a more secure and select
process.  
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WHAT RHODES HARVEY INTRODUCTIONS IS DOING:

I AM PROVIDING AN OPEN REGISTER: where anyone who may be interested in the
service, can complete a form and have a professional profile created, in readiness to "kick
Start" new partner opportunities once we return to some normality, and it is safe to do so. 

1. As I am unable to provide my usual matchmaking service at this time, it would be
unprofessional to encourage people to engage the service in the normal way by taking a
fee whilst we're in lock-down and socially distancing.  So the open register is for potential
clients who are considering my service and would like to take the opportunity of
registering. 

2. There is absolutely NO obligation at anytime to proceed beyond your free registration,
but if you do decide to proceed in the near future, the initial stages will have been covered.

3. Those who do proceed with the service when we're back to some normality will be
offered a special discount.

BESPOKE MATCH PRIVATE CLIENTS: service periods will be extended to take into
account the months that introductions have not been possible. 

BECOME A MATCH MEMBERS: will also be afforded an extension where I will
update everyone in a few weeks when I sincerely hope we will be moving in a more
positive direction.

Until we meet again, thank you for your understanding, and I wish that you all stay safe
and well. We must take care of one another, especially the elderly and vulnerable...this is a
time when we have never needed need each other more. Please take care!

Yours sincerely

Jill Rhodes Harvey


